
Contributors

JOSE LUIS BERMUDEZ is a lecturer in the Department of Philosophy,
University of Stirling. He took up climbing too late and has been making up for
lost time in the Alps, Caucasus and Himalaya. In July 1997 he climbed
Gasherbrum I (Hidden Peak). Co-author (with Audrey Salkeld) of On the Edge
ofEurope: Mountaineering in the Caucasus.

ANDY CAVE lives beneath the gritstone edges of Derbyshire, and splits his
time between guiding and researching folklore and dialect at Sheffield
University.

CHRIS CHEESEMAN is currently trying to be a doctor. In the past he has
managed to blackmail former employers into giving him time off to go to India,
Nepal and South America to climb obscure peaks. He has plenty of exciting
ideas for further expeditions, but no money.

JULIE-ANN CLYMA studied Physiology before moving to Britain from New
Zealand in 1985. She has climbed extensively in the Alps of Europe and New
Zealand, and has participated in 12 expeditions to Peru, Alaska, Pakistan,
Nepal, Kazakhstan and India.

NOEL CRAINE lives in North Wales, attempting to work as a biologist with
an interest in epidemiology in between trips and holidays. He enjoys a wide
range of climbing types from big wall climbing to bouldering and has been
privileged to climb with an interesting range of mountaineers. He has a par
ticular enthusiasm for the sea cliffs around Britain.

JIM CURRAN, formerly a lecturer at the University of the West of England,
is now a freelance writer and film-maker. He has taken part in many expedi·
tions to the Himalaya and South America. Books include K2, Triumph and
Tragedy and Suspended Sentences.

P M DAS is an officer of the Indian Police Service seconded to the Punjab
cadre, decorated with the Police Medal for Gallantry and the Police Medal for
Meritorious Services. His experience includes high treks and climbs in many
parts of the Indian Himalaya and the Karakoram. He has served as Principal
of the Mountaineering Institute at Gangtok, and while training for Everest
1996, climbed Mana, 7273m, by the difficult N route and three peaks over
6000m in Ladakh during the cold season.
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DEREK FORDHAM When not dreaming of the Arctic, Derek practises as
an architect and runs an Arctic photographic library. He is secretary of the
Arctic Club and has led 21 expeditions to the Canadian Arctic, Greenland and
Svalbard to ski, climb or share the life of the Inuit. In 1996 he led a successful
expedition to Gunnbjf1lrnsfjeld, the highest peak in the Arctic.

JULIAN FREEMAN-ATTWOOD is a forestry manager who lives on the
Shropshire/Welsh border. He has climbed in the Himalaya, Africa, The Ant
arctic and Sub-Antarctic, specialising in unclimbed peaks in little-known ar
eas. He is becoming increasingly interested in sailing/mountaineering trips,
having once part-owned Tilman's Pilot Cutter Baroque.

ASHLEY GREENWOOD is a lawyer, formerly in the Colonial and Diplo
matic legal services. He began climbing at school, has been President of CUMC
and the ASC and has climbed extensively in every continent during 67 years.

LINDSAY GRIFFIN is a magazine editor/journalist living in North Wales
who, despite dwindling ability, still pursues all aspects of climbing with
undiminished enthusiasm. Exploratory visits to the Greater Ranges are his
main love, and a return to Bolivia in 1996 marked his first visit to the South
American mainland for a decade. Now convinced that this length of absence
was inexcusable, he is making every endeavour to return before 2006.

DAVID HAMILTON earns a precarious living organising trekking, moun
taineering and ski touring expeditions to the world's great mountain ranges.
He has spent the last eleven summers in northern Pakistan leading more than
30 groups on a variety of unpredictable projects in the Karakoram and Hindu
Kush ranges. Other mountain adventures, in Africa, South America, Russia
and the Alps, ensure that David is seldom to be found at home.

J G R HARDING, a retired City solicitor, formerly served in HM Colonial
Service, South Arabia. He has climbed and skied extensively in Europe, Asia, Africa
and Australia. He was President of both the Alpine and Eagle Ski Clubs, a Vice
President of the Alpine Club and Hon Legal Adviser to the MEF for 15 years.

ALAN HINKES aims to become the first Briton to climb the fourteen eight
thousanders. This is his 'Challenge 8000'. By November 1997 he had climbed
nine eight-thousanders, leaving five to be climbed before he achieves his goal.
He is a British Mountain Guide (UIAGM) and writes a monthly column in
Trail magazine, 'Hinkes on Hills'. He has a 14-year-old daughter, Fiona.

ROBIN HODGKIN spent 15 years teaching in the Sudan's education service.
In the 1960s he was headmaster of Abbotsholme School in Derbyshire and in
the 1970s was a lecturer at the Department of Educational Studies, Oxford
University. He is married with nine grandchildren. A recent book, on what
education really is, was Playing and Exploring (Methuen 1985).
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TONY HOWARD, a founding partner of Troll Safety Equipment, led the
first ascent of Norway's Troll Wall in 1965 and wrote the Romsdal guide. His
expeditions include Arctic Norway, Canada, South Georgia and Greenland.
He has climbed extensively across North Africa and the Middle East from
Morocco to Iran. He 'discovered' and wrote the guide to Wadi Rum. Recently
he rediscovered Egypt's forgotten Red Sea Mountains.

JOHN JACKSON has climbed and explored in the Alps, Greenland, Africa
and the Andes. His experience in the Himalaya dates from 1944 and includes
fust ascents in Kashmir, Ladakh, Garhwal, Sikkim and Nepal. A reserve mem
ber of the 1953 Everest expedition, he was also a member of the British team
which made the first ascent of Kangchenjunga in 1955.

HARISH KAPADIA has climbed in the Himalaya since 1960, with ascents
up to 6800m. He is Hon Editor of both the Himalayan Journal and the He
Newsletter. In 1993 he was awarded the IMF's Gold Medal and in 1996 was
made an Honorary Member of the Alpine Club. He has written several books
including High Himalaya Unknown Valleys, Spiti: Adventures in the Trans-Himalaya
and, with Soli Mehta, Exploring the Hidden Himalaya..

PAUL KNOTT works on the Faculty at Al Akhawayn University, situated in
Morocco, where he enjoys the undeveloped climbing scene. He delights in
visiting obscure mountain ranges and has climbed in most regions of Russia
and Central Asia. After two visits he also retains a fascination for the deep
snow and storms of the St Elias range in the Yukon.

JIM LOWTHER's first expedition was to Greenland in 1982. Since then he
has re-visited the country a further 8 times making numerous fust ascents (about
40 in total) and doing some long ski and sledge trips including a traverse of the
ice cap in 1987. He sailed there with Bonington and Knox-Johnston in 1991 to
climb in the Lemon Mountains and has since accompanied Chris to Kinnaur
(India), Lemon Mountains (again) and Tibet (Sepu Kangri).

PAUL MOORES is a full-time mountaineer with a UIAGM Carnet. He owns a
climbing shop and guiding business in Scotland and is a member ofthe Glencoe
Mountain Rescue Team. He also works as a technical consultant to fllm
companies, TV, and industry. He has climbed extensively in the Himalaya,
Andes, Alaska, Africa and Patagonia, always returning to climb hard new routes
in Scotland and the Alps.

SIDNEY NOWILL OBE, born in Istanbul, has climbed and trekked in Turkey
very extensively over several decades, as well as in the Alps and Dolomites. He
has been active also in Ecuador, Iran, Patagonia, the Western Himalaya and
Nepal. His publications number 14, of which 10 relate to Turkey. For the last
27 years he has enjoyed a rather tenuous connection with Shell.
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BILL O'CONNOR is a UIAGM mountain and ski guide who spends much of
his time climbing and guiding abroad, with more than 30 summer Alpine
seasons and 23 Himalayan expeditions in the bag. A one-time guidebook editor
for the AC, he is the author of several books including a soon-to-be-published
volume on the Lake District where he lives.

PAT PARSONS joined the Royal Marines in 1974. After completing the
Mountain Leader Course he commanded the Mountain and Arctic Warfare
Cadre from 1988 to 1991. He has climbed extensively in the Alps and the
Himalaya, including Phabrang and Manaslu North, and the 1988 British
Services Everest Expedition. He has also climbed Kilimanjaro, Mt Kenya and
Mt McKinley.

JONATHAN PRATT worked for several years as a mining engineer in the
USA. Since 1986 he has climbed in N and S America, New Zealand and
Africa and has taken part in many Hima1ayan expeditions. He has climbed
Everest and Lhotse and has made first British ascents of Hidden Peak
(Gasherbrum I) and Makalu. In 1993 he made the first complete British
ascent (including safe return) of K2.

PAUL PRITCHARD has done many new routes on Gogarth, in the mountains
and on slate. He has climbed on big walls in the Alps, Patagonia, Brazil, North
America, the Himalaya and on Baffin Island. In 1997, with Dave Green, he
climbed an all free 1200m route on an unclimbed peak in the Ak-Su Valley,
Kyrghyzstan. The Great Game was graded 5.12b. In the same year his book
Deep Play won the Boardman Tasker Memorial Award for Mountain Literature.

KEV REYNOLDS has climbed in the Alps, Atlas, Caucasus, Turkey and
extensively in the Pyrenees, and now makes an annual pilgrimage on trek in
the Himalaya. A former Youth Hostel Warden, he is a freelance writer and
lecturer.

SIMON RICHARDSON is a petroleum engineer based in Aberdeen. Expe
rience gained climbing in the Alps, Andes, Hima1aya and Alaska is put to good
use most winter weekends whilst exploring and climbing in the Scottish
Highlands.

C A RUSSELL, who formerly worked with a City bank, devotes much of his
time to mountaineering and related activities. He has climbed in many regions
of the Alps, in the Pyrenees, East Africa, North America and the Hima1aya.

BILL RUTHVEN has been Hon Secretary of the Mount Everest Foundation
since 1985. When not suffering the inconvenience of trying to earn a living as
an aeronautical engineer, he used to be a keen mountaineer, traveller and photo
grapher. Having worn out his back carrying heavy rucksacks up hills for 50
years, he is now confined to a wheelchair, so is wearing his fingers out writing
about them instead.



DOUG SCOTT CBE is a leading high-altitude and big-wall climber, who has
pioneered new routes on many of the world's most difficult mountains. Through
his Specialist Trekking Co-operative, he helps the Sherpas and Tamangs he has
used on previous expeditions in Nepal to improve their conditions of labour.
AC Vice-President 1992-93. BMC Vice-President from 1994.

ARUN SAMANT is a consulting structural engineer living in Bombay. He is
a Committee Member of the Himalayan Club and has made 13 first ascents
including White Peak (6102m) in Garhwal, Sondhi (6480m) in Eastern
Karakoram and Num Themga (6024m) in Spiti. He has contributed many
climbing and technical articles to magazines and Himalayan Journals.
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JOE SIMPSON (ACG) has climbed extensively in the Alps, Andes and the
Greater Ranges, making first ascents as well as guiding groups on treks and
climbs. In 1989 his bestseller Touching the Void won the Boardman Tasker Award
and the NCR Award for Non-Fiction. His other books, The Water People, This
Game of Ghosts, Storms of Silence and Dark Shadows Falling are all currently in
print published by Jonathan Cape (hardback) and Vintage (paperback).

ERNST SONDHEIMER, retired academic and Editor of the Alpine Journal
from 1987 to 1991, climbed the Inaccessible Pinnacle as his first Munro in
1946 and has since then enjoyed roaming the hills of the world, with emphasis
on Scotland and the Swiss Alps. In his Third Age he has trekked in Bhutan
and Tibet and has taken to cultivating alpine plants in his garden.

WALDEMAR SOROKA has been climbing since 1980, first in the Tatras and
then on Mount Kenya and in the Alps, the Himalaya and the Karakoram. He
has taken part in seven expeditions, including Broad Peak in 1990 and again in
1995. In 1996 he led the successful expedition to Annapuma North-West Ridge.
He lives in Gdansk and is a director of a poligraphic firm there.

GEOFFREY TEMPLEMAN, a retired chartered surveyor, has greatly enjoyed
being an Assistant Editor of the AJ for the past 26 years. A love of mountain
literature is coupled with excursions into the hills, which are becoming less
and less energetic.

LOUISE THOMAS is a UIAGM Mountain Guide working at Plas y Brenin.
Six years ago, with Mike Turner, she climbed her first big wall- the unclimbed
SW Face of Cuernos Norte, Paine. Since then she has climbed new routes and
big walls in Greenland, Patagonia, North America, Europe and Africa, as well
as Pakistan where, in 1997 with an all-women's team, she climbed a hard 750m
new route on the rock peak Beatrice above the Characusa Valley
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VADIM VASILJEV was born in Leningrad in 1961 and has been climbing
and skiing for over 20 years. After graduating from the Leningrad Electrical
Engineering Institute in 1984, he spent six further years at the Institute
researching acousto-optics. He then became involved in the adventure travel
business and in outdoor equipment trading and now works for W L Gore &
Associates, GmbH, as a consultant.

MICHAEL WARD CBE was a member and Medical Officer of the 1951 and
1953 Everest Expeditions. He is a consultant surgeon (retired) who has com
bined exploration in Nepal, Bhutan, Kunlun and Tibet with high altitude
research. Honorary Member of the Alpine Club 1992.

KEN WILSON is a publisher of mountaineering books. Sometime archi
tectural photographer and founding editor of the magazine Mountain, his
compilations include Hard Rock, Classic Rock and The Games Climbers Play. He
also adapted the (Durnler/Burkhart) latest edition of B16dig's Vier Tausender
die Alpen for publication in Britain and America (also France and Poland) as
The High Mountains of the Alps. He has climbed regularly (though modestly)
since 1958 and maintains a keen interest in mountaineering politics and ethics.
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